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BY THE INTERVIEWER
11 Q. And your name sir

12 A. My name is Harry Tabrys.

13 Q. And where were you born

14 A. Born in Wilno Poland.

15 Q. And what ghetto in Poland did you live

16 in

17 A. In Wilno.

18 Q. And were you deported

19 A. Yes.

20 0. What camp did you go to

21 A. Afterwards was sent to Estonia.

22 was there in number of camps for about year.

23 0. And how old were you when you were

24 deported

25 A. At the time must have been about 18
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orl9.

Q. And were you liberated from the Estonia

camp

A. No was transported by ship to the

Baltic Sea to the port of Danzig and from there

to concentration camp called Stutthof.

Q. So you were in two concentration camps

then

10 A. was more than two. was in seven

11 concentration camps in Estonia alone and then

12 Stutthof and from there was sent to camp in

13 Bavaria. was there for about nine months. It

14 was called Doutmergen. And close to very

15 close to the liberation about month and half

16 was sent to Dachau and from Dachau we were sent

17 by train towards the Alps and on the way to the

18 Alps we were liberated.

19 Q. On the way

20 A. To the Alps.

21 Q. Who came and liberated you

22 A. The Americans.

23 Q. Where did you go after the war after

24 you were liberated

25 A. After the war we were in little town
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in Bavaria. It was called Shteltach. We were

there for about month and half. And then the

American military took us to displaced persons

camp in Germany which was called Feldaping and

there we were about four years.

Q. And do you have children

A. Yes.

Q. In this country

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And what is your occupation

12 A. was in business was merchant.

13 At the time am out of it sold and am sort

14 of semiretired.

15 Q. And where are you living now

16 A. live in New York in Long Island New

17 York at 1673 Salem Road Valley Stream.

18 Q. Oh lived in Baldwin.

19 A. Thats not too far.

20 Q. And how do you feel about talking about

21 the camps

22 A. Well to be honest very seldom

23 mention it.

24 Q. How come

25 A. Because to remind yourself or to talk
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to somebody it hurts. And the memories is very

very painful. The reason we came to this gathering

is to find somebody maybe that we didnt see for

long time and most important to bring the the

whole idea to the worla that it should never be

forgotten and especially to our children and

grandchildren.

Q. Well thats one of the reasons that

10 were doing these interviews so that your exper

11 iences will not be forgotten and so wed like you

12 to recall some of those experiences for us now.

13 What experiences in the camps well lets

14 start with the ghetto. Can you tell us about the

15 day or the evening that you were begun to be moved

16 out of the ghetto

17 A. Begun to be moved out That was in

18 1943. dont recall exactly the month but when

19 the order came to liquidate the ghetto

20 Q. The order came What does that mean

21 A. From the Germans from the S.S. came

22 the order to liquidate the ghetto. The ghetto was

23 about two years in existence. And during that

24 time there were always you know what mean

25 periods where certain portions of the population
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fl was being rounded up and eliminated until it

became if remember correctly about 10000

little over 10000.

The general population from our town was

about 75000 and little by little because of

these liquidations maybe about 10000 remained.

And that was already included people that ran away

from Poland in 1939 and came to us in our part of

10 the country where the Russians were.

11 In 43 came the order from the Gestapo where

12 they says to liquidate the ghetto. And when the

13 liquidation started they rounded up whoever they

14 could catch and some people were trying to hide.

15 And whoever they could catch they sent part

16 of them were sent mean like the women the

17 elderly children were sent for liquidation.

18 Part of them the ablebodied they sent to

19 work. Me they send by transport to Estonia.

20 In that time how is it called in

21 American They called Estonia is called lets

22 see Lithuania Latvia. Estonia guess is the

23 same thing.

24 was sent over there and was there for

25 about year and transported from one camp to the
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other depending on where the work was needed.

Q. What kind of work did you do

A. We were cutting down trees and loading

them and shipping them to Germany. Some of them

were working in stone what do you call it

quartz or

Q. Gravel

A. Yeah they were cutting stones. Some

10 of them were working in various menial jobs

11 mean digging ditches or anything like it.

12 Q. On the day that you left your ghetto

13 A. Yes.

14 0. Continuing what were you told

15 A. Nothing. We were never told anything.

16 We were just rounded up and put in in trains

17 that usually carried you know what mean cattle

18 and it took about week or so until we got to our

19 destination. And meanwhile they gave you very

20 little to eat and to drink.

21 And when we got there we got different

22 clothes you know striped clothes and different

23 shoes and they cut off whatever hair that was

24 remained and we became in other words labor camp

25 prisoners of labor camps and they started
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sending us to various menial jobs.

And always we were going in you know what

mean in groups and always there were S.S. or

sometimes the local the local army that belonged

to the S.S. and they were with guns they were

taking us back and forth. You know what mean

And there worked in seven different camps

from one to the other short time in one and

10 then into the other depending on where we were

11 needed.

12 Q. Now when you left your ghetto did you

cii
13 go with people you knew

14 A. Some of them we knew some of them

15 you know what mean were strangers. mean it

16 wasnt something that you voluntarily did. It was

17 something they were rounded up and they put us

18 with 100 or 150 to one cattle car and thats

19 that.

20 And when we came there you couldnt ask for

21 anything special to do or anything like it.

22 Whatever youre assigned to that was it.

23 Q. Now when you were traveling in the

24 cattle cars and you were talking with the people

25 you were with did anybody have any information
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A. Nobody had any information at all. In

fact we were never certain whether we were going

to live or die because we were never told. The

Germans their policy was never to tell you where

you go and what is going to be done with you.

So you re just resigned to the fate. If

youre lucky you fell into camp work camp

and if youre unlucky you fell into an

10 extermination camp and thats it.

11 Q. And how did the Germans and the guards

12 treat you in the concentration camps

13 A. Like dogs. Worse than that.

14 Q. So tell me

15 A. Like subhumans. Very simple.

16 Practically very little food and maybe little

17 soup and piece of bread through the whole day

18 and the same thing mean it was while you were

19 in the camps. Their policy was to either

20 exterminate you by slave labor or if you were

21 sent to an extermination camp by kill.ing you by

22 any means they used.

23 Q. And were they off in special place by

24 themselves and then just joined you when they had

25 to order you around mean where did the guards
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in the concentration camps live

A. The guards lived on the outside. Their

watchtowers. Each camp whatever was watchtowers

and they had their barracks on the outside never

were inside. But they came early in the morning.

At fivethirty six oclock they woke us up you

know what mean they put us out. It was called

an appeal. An appeal means they were counting us.

10 If somebody was missing you had to stay sometimes

11 for hours at time until the party was found dead

12 or alive.

13 Q. So they so it was important that

14 everybody report

15 A. It was important that everybody was

16 there everybody was accounted for. As one

17 thing about the German mind or at that time you

18 know what mean the S.S. and the Gestapo

19 everything was planned. Everything was

20 prearranged and they knew exactly what they were

21 doing.

22 But the prisoners never knew anything they

23 didnt suspect anything.

24 Q. They didnt suspect anything

25 A. They didnt suspect anything that
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something terrible should happen to you. But they

knew exactly what they wanted it and they did

exactly what it was planned.

In other words lets say if they decided on

starvation death they give you little more

less and less food and more and more work and you

kept on you know what mean being beaten and

stuff like that until people dropped little by

10 little they dropped dead.

11 Sometimes

12 Q. What did you eat

13 A. Its hard to describe. Lets say they

14 give you little bit of coffee which was actually

15 chickory you might say or coffee ersatz what

16 they call it ersatz means substitute for

17 something and black of course with little

18 piece of black bread and little bit of soup.

19 The soup was basically made out of there

20 was no meat in it no vitamins whatsoever just to

21 fill up little warmth to fill up your belly.

22 Basically the soup was cooked out of turnips.

23 Q. It tasted horrible

24 A. And how. But you were lucky you got

25 that lets put it this way because you were
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always hungry.

Q. And lunch was about the same

A. No lunches. There was no such thing.

This is. Thats what it the whole menu was for

the whole day.

Q. You ate once day

A. Twice you might say. little bit of

coffee and the bread and little bit of soup in

10 the evening. Thats about it.

11 Q. And what weight did you go from and to

12 A. Well talking about weight see you

13 had to try to organize somehow you had to try to

14 get something else you know what mean to your

15 body besides what they give you. Otherwise you

16 would have starved. lot of people couldnt

17 and because of the conditions they couldnt

18 and they died.

19 It might happen it might happen in one

20 day you know what mean that you might find 10

21 20 depending on the amount of people in camp

22 you might find 10 20 or 30 people dead overnight

23 and depending on the weather.

24 And those that could organize little bit of

25 food had the opportunity to survive little bit
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longer thats all. And how you organize food

Somehow you know what mean traded whatever you

had with you. Something of value you traded with

one another. Sometimes some guards and you had

little extra food and thats it.

Q. So there were some guards who made

contact with the prisoners

Practically none. Only for their

10 benefit.

11 0. Cigarettes or

12 A. Cigarettes were practically

13 nonexistent. If you had cigarette there it was

14 something people mean that smoked it was

15 something of luxury. Practically nonexistent

16 you might say.

17 Q. So you were in camp with all men

18 then

19 A. Yes. Men were separated and women were

20 separated.

21 Q. And what about your family

22 A. My family was lost partof most

23 of the family was lost before the ghetto was

24 formed. lost my mother and four and three

25 sisters and brother. They were killed right
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fl before the ghetto was formed. That was in 1941.

0. How were they killed

A. They were killed right six kilometer

behind the town there were ditches there and they

were shot very simply stripped and shot

wherever the dont know where they shot them

and they were dumped into the ditches. Six

kilometers right behind the town.

10 To this day hear theres not even

11 mark theres not even stone there. That was

12 the first people that they shot when they came in

13 the S.S. commandos. They called it

14 Sonderkommandos there they came into town. Six

15 weeks after they came in. That was the first.

16 After that my father was left and myself.

17 My father hid and hid. This is how we survived.

18 Q. Where did you hide

19 A. It was all kinds of places you know

20 what mean in cellars in bunkers wherever we

21 could find places to hide. And thats how we

22 survived the ghetto the two years. And then like

23 said was separated from my father and sent to

24 Estonia and there for year survived my father

25 survived in different camps.
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Q. Did he survive to the end of the war

A. Yes he survived to the end of the war

and hes alive today thank God but he was in

different camps and we met after the war.

Q. Where did you meet

A. In Germany.

Q. And how did you arrange to meet

A. Well right after the war people

10 started to look for each other. They started you

11 know mean lists were made each camp each

12 displaced persons camp had lists and they were sent

13 around from one camp to the other and people were

14 reading the lists and this is how he found out

15 that Im in certain camp and he came to me.

16 Q. Could you describe how that happened

17 A. He came to me it was quite long time

18 later it must have been. was liberated in May

19 1st 1945. He came to me by the end of 45
20 imagine because he was in different camp and it

21 took time until things were organized until the

22 lists were made and this way by reading my name

23 or somebody telling him he found out that Im here

24 and he came to me.

25 Q. Tell me about that meeting
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fl A. Well you can imagine mean if

didnt see him for two years almost we were

separated mean it was very hard.

Q. Where were you

A. was in camp displaced persons

camp in Germany in Bavaria.

Q. And you were in room when he came in

or where were you

10 A. There was big block hundreds of

11 people were there you know what mean men

12 separate and the women separate and he knew

ci
13 already about me and we were already writing to

14 each other letters. We knew. When he caine of

15 course it was heartwarming. No question about

16 it. And he remarried. After the war he

17 remarried.

18 Q. Did he look much older when you saw

19 him

20 A. Of course.

21 0. Hair much whiter

22 A. Yeah hets been through hell. He was

23 already in the late 40s. Hes been through hell

24 plenty also himself.

25 Q. What do you think made it so that you
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and your dad could survive

A. Luck. Mostly luck.

Q. You think its luck

A. Mostly luck. Very simple. It wasnt

anything that had to do with us. mean it was

not our thinking of way figuring out how to

survive. Nothing. Just luck.

Q. You said in the concentration camp

10 people died left and right

11 A. Right.

12 0. You didnt die left and right. How

13 come

14 A. Reason one was young was 19

15 you know what mean or something like that in

16 the prime of life and its easier for person

17 like me mean to hold out and reason number

18 two You had to organize something you know what

19 mean more little bit more food in your

20 body and if you were able to you could survive

21 little longer.

22 And as always you know what mean if you

23 were not long in one camp somehow was luck on your

24 side because if you were too long theres no

25 question about it you had to perish if the camp
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ri was you know what mean very tough one or it

was an extermination camp.

But if you happen to be there wasnt too

long in each one of them. The longest ever was

was nine months in one camp and at that time

thought Im going to die already because went

down to very very little. weighed probably at

that time maybe 95 pounds you know because

10 little by little mean no matter how strong you

11 are you become emaciated and it just happened

12 that by the end when practically gave up we were

13 liberated.

14 When was liberated weighed 95 pounds

15 could hardly walk. had diarrhea and everything.

16 But thanks to the Americans you know and thanks

17 to the medical supervision you know what mean

18 got back on my feet little by little.

19 And then they brought us to displaced

20 persons camp where they took care of us you know

21 what mean and you got more and more of your

22 strength and then started to work little and

23 met my wife and after awhile we got married

24 and thats that. And four years later we

25 immigrated to the United States.
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Q. Now you said just about as you were

ready to give up but before that you hadnt been

ready to give up. What kept you going

A. Kept us going only one thought How

do we survive in order to tell the world what

happened to us in order to take revenge Thats

what kept us going.

Q. But you had no outlet for revenge

10 A. No not even after the war. But this

11 is what kept us going. Thats the only thing just

12 how in the world do we survive to tell the world

13 what happened to us and if possible to take

14 revenge.

15 Q. In what mean when you went to

16 sleep at night there must have been times when you

17 thought to yourself cant cant take

18 another

19 A. There was on many many days that you

20 gave up and you said to yourself Whats the use

21 Whats the use Whats the use But still the

22 will to live is so strong that in the worst

23 circumstances person tries to go on to go on

24 until he cant anymore. The will to live is the

25 strongest will of any human being.
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ri Q. How about some of the friendships in

the camps men you got close to because you were

doing this You were all trying to survive

together. Did you help each other

A. Well we had friends of course. You

know what mean we always tried to stick

together. We always coupled together. This way

sometimes it came out easier. mean one person

10 tried to help the other.

11 How

12 A. He couldnt do much for you.

13 Sometimes by just you know what mean by

14 few kind words it helped. Sometimes you shared

15 for instance piece of bread you shared one

16 was keeping you ate the piece of bread together

17 one portion for the two and the other person kept

18 the other piece of bread for little later. So

19 this way you stretched it out during the day.

20 mean little things like that.

21 Q. Did anybody rob from each other

22 A. Oh robbed and killed and killed for

23 piece of bread yes. want you to know there was

24 other nationalities with us also and they were

25 always the masters over us because the Germans did
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not they did not pursue them as bad you know

what mean as they did us so they were

supposedly you know what mean above us.

0. Oh so there werent just Jews in

the
A. There were other minorities too but

very little. In certain camps you know what

mean they had them and they were what they call

10 mostly kapos. kapo was like policeman you

11 know what mean an overseer. It was also

12 they was also in the camp like one of us but they

13 had more authority than we did.

14 Q. And so they acted as spies sometimes

15 A. As spies overseers anything.

16 Q. Did you ever try to escape

17 A. The only time tried to escape was in

18 the moment when the war started in 1941 when the

19 Germans invaded Russia. This is when tried to

20 escape but didnt go too far.

21 Q. Did you have an idea at the beginning

22 of the war that the final solution was going on

23 A. We did not know about final

24 solution. That we found out in the following year

25 or two. But we knew positively that people were
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being killed people were being starved to death

because how far was the border from Poland and

Germany And the German people at that time

lot of them you know what mean ran away and

they came to Poland and we heard lot of stories

and we knew what to expect from Germans.

Thats why when we came when they came

any ablebodied person tried to run. Some did

10 escape and some didnt.

11 Q. Now how come it was your mother and

12 your sisters who were among the first to be shot

13 A. This is what Im trying to say. This

14 is their mentality. It was such that always you

15 know what mean operated with plan and always

16 in disguise.

17 They announced for instance one day that

18 youngsters like myself or grownups were being

19 rounded up for work never said for anything

20 different.

21 Instead meanwhile we hid. Instead they

22 took all the women little children and elderly

23 persons and disabled persons and them they

24 killed. Thats how they operated you see. If

25 they announced this sure for instance through
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the local population or they formed Jewish

police give you for instance and they

announced that so youre supposed to trust them.

But it never happened like that. Always the

opposite.

Q. Well you say they announced. Did that

come over the radio Did that

A. No no there were loudspeakers. They

10 were going around with loudspeakers and they

11 declared this and this this and this people were

12 going to be rounded up please come forward.

13 Nobody wanted it. Everybody hid. Instead

14 mean it was planned.

15 That way see how did we find all these

16 things out Because after the war you saw all

17 these things plain black and white the way they

18 operated. mean after the war we heard about the

19 gas chambers those people that were in there

20 mean how they took in people and they made them

21 supposedly go into bath. mean you could see

22 how their mind worked.

23 We knew exactly after the war we knew

24 exactly what their ideas was how they operated.

25 Q. So it wasnt until after the war that
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you put all the pieces together

A. Exactly.

Q. But during the war

A. During the war we knew we knew we

knew that they were doing they were doing those

things those atrocities but your mind wouldnt

let you believe so much and such atrocity be done

to people by such mean by such people who

10 were the most intelligent and the most advanced

11 people in the world you might say. You could not

12 believe. Your mind couldnt comprehend it. And

13 therefore lot of more people died.

14 Q. Because you denied that anything so

15 terrible could be happening

16 A. It just didnt let your mind believe

17 that such thing could happen. Lots of them most

18 of the people didnt believe it. Some did. Some

19 did.

20 Q. And then Ill bet those people who

21 believed it were not listened to.

22 A. And they thats right they were not

23 listened to and because most of the people that

24 believed theyre the ones that tried you know

25 mean to survive. Those that believed those that
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saw with their own eyes they believed. Theyre

the ones that survived because they knew what to

expect. Still lot of them didnt help.
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12

13 BY THE INTERVIEWER

14 Q. You are

15 A. My name is Florence Tabrys.

16 Q. And youre from

17 A. From Scydlowiecie. Scydlowiec Poland.

18 Q. And that was the ghetto you were in

19 A. Yeah.

20 Q. And what happened to you during the

21 war

22 A. In 1942 they took me to the to

23 camp. It was before that in 39 the yeah

24 they took us. We was right away in ghetto and

25 they took us to clean the streets and to wash
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floors in my home was still yeah was

still in my home town and we washed floors and

they took us for all these to shovel snow and

all these things till 1942.

0. Now whos they the S.S.

A. The S.S. yes. We couldnt go at night

and things like that. But we were still was

still in my home town with my parents.

10 And in 1942 and one day they took us. They

11 took us to Skarzysko. Borduce they burned the

12 synagogues. That was right away in 1939. They

13 burned everything and we thought that time they

14 were going to kill us all. That was in 42. And

15 right after that they took us to concentration

16 camp.

17 Q. Took us meaning

18 A. Not myself only me lot of people

19 all the young kids.

20 Q. Not your mother

21 A. No only youngsters. My they took

22 me my sister and two older brothers of mine and

23 they we were seven children and only survived

24 with my sister.

25 Q. Is that your sister
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A. My sister She lives shes around.

She stays there.

Q. Oh.

VOICE She had an interview already.

INTERVIEWER Oh.

A. Yeah she was interviewed.

0. Uh-huh.

A. Yeah. And we they send us to

10 to camp to labor camp in Skarzysko they called

11 it. It was still in Poland and worked by

12 ammunition.

13 0. Doing what

14 MR. TABRYS Making ammunition for the

15 German Army.

16 A. Making ammunition for the German.

17 worked fortooin with big machines and 12 hours

18 day.

19 Q. And where did you live

20 A. Where lived

21 MR. TABRYS In barracks.

22 In barracks.

23 Q. And what did you sleep on

24 A. They took us in the morning and

25 they and they brought us back at night.
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How do you call the the prichiz

VOICE Boards on boards.

A. On boards one next to the other was

three tiers high. One was on one on the bottom

one in the middle. Bunkbeds right.

Q. But no mattress

A. Oh nothing.

VOICE And no covers. We covered

10 ourselves with the clothes.

11 A. Whatever we had on with that we

12 covered ourselves.

13 0. Could you sleep with anybody to keep

14 warm

15 A. Well slept with my sister keep

16 warm. We wasnt warm. Believe me we wasnt warm.

17 Q. No furnace in the place no

18 A. Nothing. And they was watching us.

19 Even if you had to go to the bathroom you have to

20 report.

21 MR. TABRYS Like horse barn.

22 MRS. TABRYS Yeah like horse barn it

23 is right yeah big thing and lot of kids in

24 one room like

25 MR. TABRYS Two rows. One row and
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Q. And suppose you got sick

A. They killed you. You couldnt say

youre sick. No matter how you felt if you wanted

to survive and you had will to go on you went.

Otherwise if you remained and you couldnt go in

the morning to work they killed you.

Q. So you got up at what fivethirty

six oclock

10 A. Whatever.

11 Q. At dawn

12 A. Yeah.

13 Q. At dawn.

14 A. Yes. Yeah. And if you had half way

15 the strength to go you went and whoever remained

16 and couldnt go was killed. You didnt see them

17 the next day.

18 0. So you knew that if you stayed there

19 A. Right.

20 Q. Continuing that was it

21 A. Thats yeah. That we knew.

22 Q. And what did you eat in the morning

23 same food

24 A. Same thing. Nothing.

TI
25 Q. What little coffee
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A. Black coffee. And me and my sister

you couldnt keep yourself clean and we used to

not to even to drink the coffee. With black

coffee used to wash my hair they shouldnt cut

my hair off.

You remember that. We used to take the black

coffee and wash our hair they shouldnt cut our

hair off.

10 VOICE You gave me something to eat that

11 threw up remember

12 met her in the camp. We were together in

13 the same camp too since since the home town.

14 And you gave me what was that stuff you gave me

15 to eat that

16 MRS. TABRYS inaudible.

17 VOICE Yeah it was such horrible

18 MRS. TABRYS We would eat peels from

19 potatoes. We used to grab going to work if you

20 could bend down it was like we passed kitchen

21 where they used to cook the food for us and they

22 used to throw out like the garbage the potato

23 peels and if yeah if walking if nobody saw

24 if you could grab piece and that what we ate

25 and we was lucky to get it.
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Q. And you gave your friend

VOICE When she passed by she says

Here have some. ate it but was sick all

night from it.

MRS. TABRYS It was garbage. Garbage.

VOICE She knew was hungry so she

just gave me inaudible.

Q. So there were friendships

10 A. Oh yes.

11 VOICE We know each other all

12 A. You always yeah we know each other

13 all our lives but in general even if you didnt

14 know nobody you made friends. You wanted to be

15 with somebody like to talk to somebody. You was

16 always sitting on your place where you lay down and

17 talking what we used to eat when it came holiday

18 and what your mother used to cook and thats all

19 you talked about it.

20 VOICE What wished in my whole life

21 said God should help me should have whole

22 bread and cut as much as want. That was my

23 wish.

24 MRS. TABRYS used to say the same

25 thing should only have bread and knife.
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VOICE couldnt believe Ill ever see

bread.

MRS. TABRYS Yeah.

INTERVIEWER Say that again

VOICE couldnt believe that Ill ever

see bread that I. can cut piece you know that

could eat it myself.

INTERVIEWER And do you think about that

10 now

11 MR. TABRYS Many times. Many times.

12 VOICE Oh many nights sit and think

13 about about my whole family was wiped out.

14 MR. TABRYS When we get together among

15 ourselves we talk.

16 VOICE We always talk about it.

17 MR. TABRYS Among ourselves when we

18 get together we talk. We talk and we remind

19 ourselves and we laugh many times you know

20 we make jokes out of it.

21 VOICE Yeah its no joke.

22 MR. TABRYS Bittersweet jokes lets put

23 it this way. But but with your children or for

24 strangers very very seldom you mention it.

25 INTERVIEWER Because we dont
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understand

MR. TABRYS First of all its hard to

understand for stranger very hard to understand.

VOICE You understand but its hard to

believe.

MRS. TABRYS You know you cant

there is still people think to this day who

dont believe that this ever happened.

10 MR. TABRYS Its hard to understand and

11 hard to believe for them so you try not to tell.

12 And secondly especially for your children they

13 ask the question How come Why did you let

14 yourself do it Its impossible to explain to

15 them that there was no way population you know

16 mean like the Jewish population in Europe

17 especially in Poland could fight back with

18 anything with anything.

19 VOICE Who believed that mean you

20 never thought. This is you know you didnt

21 realize. If not the young people would have maybe

22 taken up something to fight. You couldnt believe

23 that this was happening.

24 MR. TABRYS You were always deceived.

25 You were always deceived. They wouldnt let you
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you know what mean get all right it started

in some ghettos for instance started like the

Warsaw ghetto like the Wilno ghetto started some

people that organized themselves you know what

mean with ammunition stuff like that and that

didnt help because certain people you know what

mean they gave them away and everything was lost

before even starting.

10 And Warsaw was the only place you know what

11 mean that they put up resistance and they were

12 fighting. They killed lot of them and they were

13 killed in return.

14 But generally there it it you

15 couldnt because who could People you know what

16 mean the 80s or 90s or children or little

17 babies you know what mean how could people like

18 that fight back With what

19 INTERVIEWER Theres no way.

20 VOICE May say something

21 INTERVIEWER What

22 VOICE The worst thing that bothers me

23 now is when these guys go on television and

24 heard guy say that it never happened the the

25 Zionists you know did that.
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Now where are my five sisters and brothers

Let em show me. Let em show me. My mother came

from one of eleven children. Theres nobody left.

Thats what would like to see. Let em show me

one person that is alive. Im the only survivor

from tremendous family on both sides.

INTERVIEWER So theyre denying that it

ever happened

10 VOICE Theyre denying yeah. But there

11 are still some Nazis of course you know. You

12 know dont have to tell and they deny it.

13 MRS. TABRYS Eisenhower saw.

14 Eisenhower saw.

15 VOICE Eisenhower. Yeah the soldiers

16 saw you know in the Second World War.

17 MRS. TABRYS Eisenhower was in the camp

18 when we was liberated. Eisenhower was when we was

19 liberated.

20 MR. TABRYS He Patton and Bradley they

21 all came in one time inaudible.

22 MRS. TABRYS Yeah saw him myself. My

23 husband saw him too.

24 MR. TABRYS They all came for an

25 inspection. In fact in fact we were courting.
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MRS. TABRYS Yeah.

MR. TABRYS And was in her room. He

caught me being in her room. He detained me for 24

hours.

MRS. TABRYS Yeah that was

VOICE So tell me about this.

MRS. TABRYS No we after the war we

couldnt be together with the boys.

10 VOICE Men.

11 MRS. TABRYS The women were separate and

12 the men yeah. And my husband we wasnt married

13 yet. And you know my husband was and another

14 boy his friend was in my barrack where used to

15 live and he happened to walk around that time for

16 an inspection. Yeah Eisenhower. And he walked in

17 and he took him to to jail. So somebody took

18 him out right away because he was he caught him

19 in the room.

20 MR. TAB.RYS Hundreds of military men in

21 spected displaced persons camps. He just happened

22 to came in that camp his whole company and

23 MRS. TABRYS Yeah.

24 0. All right. So getting back to sitting

25 on the bunks with your friends talking about the
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the things

A. We was always sitting and talking and

talk about these things you know what we used to

do.

Q. Reminisce

MR. TABRYS You got rid of your lice.

INTERVIEWER Yeah.

A. Yeah.

10 VOICE One thing happened. When went

11 to sleep with girlfriend of mine and the next

12 morning she was dead and next to me. She had

13 diarrhea you know. Nobody helped her. She was

14 dead the next morning.

15 This was the worst thing that ever happened

16 to me. woke her up you know hollered

17 Coocha Goocha get up get up get up. And

18 she was dead. couldnt believe it.

19 INTERVIEWER Was she cold

20 VOICE She was cold yeah. So called

21 in somebody and they took her out. She was dead

22 next to me maybe all night. dont know.

23 INTERVIEWER She got dehydrated

24 MR. TABRYS Dehydrated yes.

25 VOICE Yeah she had diarrhea.
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MR. TABRYS Malnutrition.

VOICE dont know they called it

1dysenteria. Dysenteria they called it.

INTERVIEWER And you didnt get it

VOICE No. didnt get it then but

then got typhus. was in the

MR. TABRYS Typhoid got also in one

of the camps.

10 VOICE Also you know they were going

11 to take me to be shot because they took all those

12 patients out. But Bella you remember Bella

13 We have somebody Bella. She grabbed me out of the

14 hospital that same day and she walked me back and

15 forth you know so should come to myself and

16 then she took me to work.

17 MR. TABRYS Youre talking about Larka

18 or Lonka right

19 VOICE If not that day would have

20 been dead. Yeah they took all these people from

21 the hospital out.

22 INTERVIEWER Just to get rid of them

23 because they had disease

24 VOICE Yeah yes. No because once you

25 get sick you get thats it. Youre not
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supposed to get sick.

MRS. TABRYS See thats what ex

plained to you before you couldnt be sick. If

you was sick that was it. You had to keep going.

But some people nothing helped you know no

matter how they tried and they couldnt go on.

0. So you must have been pretty strong

then as young girl

10 A. Probably. Only because we were so

11 young and thats why. And was had the

12 typhus before went to the camps.

13 Q. Oh so you didnt get it

14 A. Yeah and didnt get it.

15 0. You were immune

16 A. Yes. That in the house before they

17 took us. That that was our luck. Otherwise

18 would have never survived. Yes.

19 was so skinny me and my sister couldnt

20 recognize her. Thats how thin we was. So skinny

21 because we wore only that dress when we left home

22 and the dress was you know short little dress we

23 was young kids and then it was like down to the

24 floor.

25 VOICE What can tell you
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A. You could sit and talk whole day and

whole night.

Q. Well Ive got time if you have time.

A. No havent got the strength.

want to go

VOICE One thing bothered me the most.

When my child used to come to me she says Mommy

what does grandma mean She never knew

10 grandma.

11 MR. TABRYS Thats right inaudible.

12 VOICE This was bothering me the most.

13 MRS. TABRYS My Helen used to say to

14 me the same thing. My daughter went to college

15 its the truth and she used to say All my

16 friends are getting letters from their grand

17 parents. Your mother would be alive would

18 love her. The honest truth.

19 INTERVIEWER They never knew the

20 inaudible.

21 MR. TABRYS They never knew them. They

22 never knew them.

23 MRS. TABRYS Helen used to tell me that

24 when she was in Buffalo

25 VOICE inaudible. She used to hear
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the little kids the American kids say Grandma

grandma. So she came over Mommy what does it

mean grandma So told her you know We

dont have anybody.

MRS. TABRYS The more you talk about it

the more it hurts. Thats all could say. And

thats why were here today. People still dont

believe this happened. Believe me we survived and

10 we still dont cant believe how how

1. survived. cant believe it myself because we

12 worked so hard in the naked and with no shoes

13 and we in the outside in the snow and

14 everything.

15 Q. But is there something about yourself

16 that really gives you sense

17 A. Im very proud survived it. And

18 have nice family have good husband have two

19 nice daughters have two grandchildren. Im

20 proud but went wished this would have never

21 happened. lost everybody except my sister.

22 But it makes me feel good survived. was

23 strong enough probably to survive all this.

24 MR. TABRYS Its luck.

25 MRS. TABRYS Its was lucky.
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MR. TABRYS In the end it was simple

luck because if it would have taken little

longer we wouldnt have been here.

VOICE Okay listen. One day it

happened to me in camp dont know if you

remember they picked all nicelooking girls that

day. wasnt badlooking girl you know. All

right now Im older. Yeah so they picked me

10 too.

11 Now the policeman in back of me he liked

12 me. used to be good worker and everything and

13 he told me should make myself like little

14 crazy. So he said to me like this so started

15 dancing and making like this so the Germans said

16 get out of here. After he picked all the other

17 girls they gave they gave these girls to the

18 soldiers. You never saw these girls again. The

19 policeman knew whats going to happen to these

20 girls and hes dont know he felt sorry for

21 me or something and thats how was survived

22 too. would have been long time no more.

23 You didnt know what to do. One day they

24 wanted nicelooking ones one day they took ugly

25 ones. You know you didnt know how to look. You
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ri never knew.

MRS. TABRYS Its like if you was lined

up in the morning lets say to go to work and

they picked every morning they picked you

didnt know which way is better. They took one to

the left one to the right but you didnt know if

the right one is lucky or the left one is the lucky

one. And you never knew.

10 INTERVIEWER Yeah.

11 MRS. TABRYS It was luck. lot of it

12 was luck. Believe me.

13 0. How did you find out about the death

14 camps

15 A. Oh we knew. We knew we donat

16 know it was lot of Polish people came and they

17 lived home and they was talking between people.

18 You always knew something.

19 VOICE One guy told me Polish man

20 that the people went on the wagons to Treblinka and

21 there theres nobody left alive there. Thats

22 what he told me. So said Did you see my

23 parents my sisters anybody He says didnt

24 see any of your parents but know the whole town

25 went. This was the end of it. There was not one
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Jew left in that town after that.

MR. TABRYS The Polish population knew

what was going on. Some of them

VOICE He told me that because he had

married Jewish girl from my home town that

Polish man and he knew me so he told me that.

MR. TABRYS Okay.

VOICE Thats the truth.

10 INTERVIEWER So so

11 VOICE So we knew already.

12 INTERVIEWER Continuing so

13 there were some people though among the Germans

14 and S.S. that there was some contact with It

15 wasnt all

16 MR. TABRYS No no.

17 VOICE No these Polish people the

18 Poles knew. This Polish man

19 MR. TABRYS Some of them knew.

20 VOICE Continuing he knew that

21 theres no people left there.

22 MR. TABRYS And some of them used to

23 they told us somehow because after all we were in

24 Poland. Somehow if you get in touch with

25 somebody.
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fl MRS. TABRYS We used to work with them.

MR. TABRYS We used to work with some of

them they told us. Some. Some didnt. Some

helped them. Some helped them and some you know

mean just let us know so we have an idea and we

spread rumor amongst ourselves. But we had no idea

what was going on.

MRS. TABRYS Some of them the Polish

10 people we worked with they used to give us piece

11 of bread. Yeah some of them but not too many.

12 VOICE Well they were afraid too.

13 MRS. TABRYS They was afraid for their

14 life too.

15 VOICE inaudible.

16 MRS. TABRYS Yeah. Right. We knew. We

17 knew when our parents went. We knew. They took

18 them on the wagons and with kids and young kids.

19 VOICE She was maybe four or five years

20 old the youngest one little beautiful little

21 girl. You should see she didnt even look

22 Jewish. She was blond hair.

23 INTERVIEWER Yeah like the Poles.

24 VOICE Like Pole.

25 INTERVIEWER Now what about having
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period When did your period stop

VOICE Oh they gave us something.

didnt get no period in the whole camp.

MRS. TABRYS Nobody get it.

MR. TABRYS Nobody got it.

MRS. TABRYS They put in something in

the food in only

VOICE We never got it.

10 MRS. TABRYS Only people who didnt eat

11 their food got it. No Im just saying we didnt

12 have it for the whole time until the American

13 liberated us and they gave us injections and all

14 different things and then we started to get it

15 the period. We didnt have no breasts nothing.

16 VOICE We were dried out.

17 MRS. TABRYS Dried out.

18 Q. Any kind of experiments on the women

19 A. No not not on not in our camp.

20 VOICE In our camp there was no

21 experiments on women. They just gave us to stop

22 the period. The experiments they made know was

23 in Auschwitz and all these different camps.

24 MR. TABRYS The camps that they were

25 were working camps.
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VOICE Ours were mostly working camps.

As long as you can work you were alive. The

minute you stop day working you were dead.

INTERVIEWER And you worked in the

ammunitions too.

VOICE worked night shift from seven

till seven in the morning.

INTERVIEWER And then were you allowed

10 to go back and sleep.

11 VOICE Yeah. Then was allowed to go

12 back and sleep but every every few hours they

13 used to come and make lineups. You coulcint even

14 sleep two three hours. They wanted to like get

15 our life away from us you know. They used to wake

16 us up sometimes four in the morning in the bitter

17 cold outside naked come out out out.

18 INTERVIEWER Naked.

19 VOICE Sure. What did you have piece

20 of night gown on And in Poland its so cold you

21 could freeze to death. My legs are all frozen from

22 that.

23 MR. TABRYS In the end it was pure

24 luck. can tell you that much because lets say

25 when they was taking us by cattle train up to the
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Alps the reason was to liquidate us but the

Americans came ahead and they stopped them in

their tracks.

VOICE Yeah lot by us too the

Russians came in. That night we woulª have all

been liquidated but the Russians came in. That

night the Germans ran away and the Russians

liberated us in Poland.

10 INTERVIEWER When they liberated you

11 they came into the barracks opened the door

12 VOICE The Russians No. We heard that

13 that the we looked out window and we saw

14 the Germans run away so we figured the Russians

15 are right behind them. So then we heard them talk

16 Russian so we opened our doors to go out.

17 INTERVIEWER And you spoke Russian with

18 them if you could.

19 VOICE Yeah. Oh we spoke Polish you

20 know. So. So they said we free but they kept

21 going after the Germans you know. We cou1dnt

22 believe it you know. We couldnt believe it. We

23 were shocked that we free. We couldnt believe.

24 You know its so hard if you didnt really go

25 through it its so hard for people to believe.
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fl myself cant believe it anymore you know Its so

hard. Its very.

INTERVIEWER Yeah when your life is

comfortable now

VOICE Yeah right you cant believe.

INTERVIEWER Continuing -- and youvre

happy with your children.

VOICE Thats right. It1s so hard.

10 mean you should never go through that or anybody

11 shouldnt go through. Polish people suffered too.

12 They took them too to concentration camps you

13 know. There was lot of Polish people.

14 INTERVIEWER Yeah.

15 VOICE Sure.

16 INTERVIEWER Well want to thank you.

17 Ive got to have your name too because youre on

18 the tape.

19 VOICE inaudible.

20 MRS. TABRYS We saw them. Yeah we saw

21 lot of people.

22 Q. Did you look for your relatives after

23 the war

24 A. Oh everybody. You know you after

25 we was liberated Of course everybody looked for
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relatives. Everybody signed names and you gave in

to to like city hail and things to the

United Jewish Appeal.

VOICE United Jewish Appeal. They asked

if you you know names you

A. To rejoined yeah. And they took

everybody the Hias they all took our names and

we didnt hear from nobody.

10 Q. Especially children

11 A. Yeah.

12 Q. If they survived.
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